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1

S atement of Focus

\,1 1

1individually Guided Education (ICE) is a ne comprehensiveisystem4of i
elementary education. The following components of the ICE system are in

/,
/varying stages of development and implementation: a new organization for

/instruction and related adminis tive arrangements; a model of instructional
/

!
programing for the individual student; and curriculum, components irr-prereadirig,
reading, mathematics, motivati6, and environmental education. The develop-
ment of ether curriculum comppnnts, of a system for managing instruction by
computer, ana of instructional skategies i,s needed to complete the system.
Continuing programmatic research is required to provide a sound knowledge
base for the components under deV\elopment and for improved second generation
components. Fin-ally, systematic \mplementation is essential so that the prod--
ucts will function properly in the IG\E shoo1s. j /

The center plans and carries out the research, development, a,nd imple-
mentation components of its. ICE program.in this segnence: (1) iden the
needs and delimit the component problem area; (2) assess the possible, con-
straintsfinancial resources and availability of staff; (3) formulate general
plans and specific procedures for solving the problems; (4) secure and allo-
cate human and materiel resources to carrY\outithe plans; (5) provide for
effective communication among personnel.and/efficient management of activi-
ties and resources; and (6) evaluate the effeCtiveness of each activity and
its contribution to the total program and correct any difficulttes through feed--'.
back meClia,nisms and appropriate management techniques.

A seif:renewting system of elementary education is projected in each,
participating elenientary sahbol, i.e., one which is less dependent on external
sources for direction and is more responsive to the needs of the children attend-
ing each particular school. 'In the IGE schools, Center-deVeloped and' other
curriculum products compatible. with the Center's instructional programing model \

lead to 'higher student achievement and self-direction in learning end in
conduct and also to., higher morale' and, job satisfaction among educational per-.

,sonnel. Each developmental' product makes its unique contribution to IGE as
it is implemented in the -Schools: The various research components add to the
knowledge of- Center practitioners, developers-, and. theorists

/-
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Abstract

An instillment was developed for determining\vhether or .
not an individual learns relatively better from pictlres than
words. Based on this instrument, repeated classi:ications of
a fourth-grade sample were found to be quite consistent.
NI-dreover, when applied to the comprehension of proSe

, materials, the instrument served to identify those children
for worn self-generated visual imagery would constitute an
effective organizational strategy. /
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Introduction

In a recent investigation Levin, Rohwer.
and Cleary (1971) demonstrated that t:htldrbh
could he reliably classified on the lid ;is of
whether they learned relatOjely better frbrn
pictures as opposed to word'. Following the
administration of a paired-associate list which
contained both 'unlabeled picture pairs and
aurally presented wQru pairs, elementary-
schbol children were grouped according
whether their paired associate riicall resulted
in relatively large or relatively rrnall pLcture-
word differences. It was found that these
initial classifications of the children tended
to, fairly stable over a two -day period when
aond (par'allel) paired-associate' task was
a,d inistered. More recently Mallory (197.2)
reported a similar finding based on different
materials and classification procedures.

The observed stability of individual differ-
ences in tine Levin et al. (1971) study was
actually the serendipitous by-product of an ex-
perimant with an unrelated objective conducted

L.

I

by Rohwer, Ammon, Suzu,-,i, aniiLevisn (197!).
Thus , while thel.evin.rt al.- result turned
out to be interestingin its own right the
origin it experiment had not been planned to
answer questions directly related to
victual differences. Al lianalyses in the Levin
pt al. paper were admittedly Lost noc, dna
all conclusions were 'admittedly, speculative.
Such is not the case here. Based on the pre-
vious findings, we sought to demonstrate that
lnlividual difference-related plictute-word
effects obtained on d paired-associate learning]
task are not only reliable abut also-applicable

t.to mete school-like activities such as reading.
Specifically, tne, dual objectives of this

study were (a) to develop a paired associate
learnint task (ideally, group administered)
consisting of both pictorial and verbal items
from which different types of learners could
be reliably identified and (V) to determine
whether such information could be applied to'
the learning of proSe materials. '

,
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Experiment I

' Method

'Construction of the rning Task

From a populali, Lof over 100 hne-drawings
of objects (animate and inanimate) familiar to
young chil,dr9n, 64 were selected to create two
16-pair lists. Only pictures with labels for
which there was consensus (based on a pilot-
testing of first and sixth graders) were included.
The 64 pictures were nonsstematically assigned
to the two. lists subject to the following three
restrictions: ( ) there were approximately equal

.-Thumbers of animate objects in each list; q2)
objects that were conceptually similar (e.g.,

-knife-fork, bus-truck) were,assigned to differ-
ent lists; and (c) objects whose labels were
acoustically' similar (e.g. , bat-cat, tire-fire)
were assigned to.differenClists. \

, Within each 32-item list, the 16 pairs
Were nsonsystema'tiOally formed subject to the
&Hawing two restrictions: (a) objects that
were obvious associates of one another (e.g.,
bus-tire, doll-hoUse) were assigned to differ-
ent pAirs and (b) objects were(taired'only if
it was possible to construct a-plausible inter-

, action between the two.1 Following this, eight
of the pairs in each list werfe ., randomly desig-
nated as picture pairs and eight as word pai
Item pairs were then randomly ordered with
each list such that different item types ( ic-
tures or words) appeared in theirst two list.
positions as well as in the laSt two; in addition,'
no'more than two consecutive pictures' or words
were permitted. These measures were taken as
.precautions against primacy, recency, arid

se
1The second restriction was included'for

reasons unrelated to the experiments repoleted
here.

/
response-set effects/,' respectively. lour such
"random" orders of t/ne items were'constrUcted,
two for stu4+ trials and b,vo tHr rest trials
(stimulus ternis only) , in orutr to preventq
serial learning of the responses. Suicssive
revisions and replacements of items (suggested
by.4M..analYsis) as well as revisions Of the
intttti4tions and procedures were Conducted

Awe .t.'he task's parallel-forms (separated..
40"ure) reliability. This included the
Iktlf,.4.L.third study-test cycle (actually

a repo.titicikri;:pf the first study -test trial items).
pictures and typewritten labels of

the pint were photographed and mounted on
slide 5i.r1V s Jencies (one adjacent pair of -pic-
tures -at WIS,relis per slide). Pictures and words
were.filsoec4in their predesignated positions
within-the 16-pair, mixed-list sequences.

In the initial pilot testing of the instrument,
both first and sixth graders had been rested in-'
divicivall. However, the. final version seemed
to lend itself.to group administration. Accord-
ingly, (a) only children in Grades 4-6 were
included as Ss and (p) individual-S response
booklets were used' on each test trial. In
these booklets were printed the labels of the
16 stimulus terms, with Ss required to supply
the missing response terms.,

Procedure

The Ss were run in groups (intact clasS-
rooms). After-distributing the response book-
lets, E inform,0 Ss of their task. items fot the
first study trial of Form A were then prOjected
onto a screen at the front of the room, 5 sec.
per pair. Following the last study pair, Ss
(having been remindedAo work quickly) were
allowed 1 1/2 min. to complete the first page
of their (three-page) response booklets. TWo
additional study-test cycle:.\we're-then pro-
vided. The next day E retur ed unannounced
and administered Form B of e task in similar
fashion.
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Avbiects
u.

Fifty-four Ss fr.,.,.,rn two fourth-graoe class' '
rooms in a sciMirurai Midwestriai community
wore ,a..iministered the tasi:f I1o.vever, rub to

Sec'on_rlday.absences .-ind obvious cases of .
none,,mpliance.vith taSit instruc'41()ns,
the data of 43 Ss v.pre asabfct,

I

Results
c

Subject Classifications Based on the LeofnIng
of Pictures and Words

It snould.tc recalls ,i t!lat.,11 primary c)bje,c.:-
tive of the present experiment was, to corroborate
the Levin et al.' (1911') finding tnat an ,inctiviJ-7.

reantive performance based'on pictures .-
anal words was reliable.. In the e-arlier study.
it had Linen hoped_that some Ss would learn
picyres, better the -n- .cords, 1.P.nile the converse
would be true for.other Ss. 'However, pictures
led to Superiof learning for almost all *s, and
as;:k.,result,. classification oflearnertypes
was Made on the basis of !aicture-word
difference tieing relatively (i.e., as compared
with other s) large or small. As was argued
by Levirret'al., this ltindof classification
procedure created some .interpretive.difficulties ,
since with such a system."s Performance level
and .pattern may be confounded. Consequently,
an alternative system for classifying Ss was
incorporated here.

Ideally, we hoped to identify four different
types of learners,: (d) Ss who performed rela-
tively well on both pictures and worciS (Hi P,
Hi W); (1_,) 5.s.who performed relatively` poorly
on both pictures and words (Lo P,' Lo W).(c)

9: kvafyiJerformed relatively v:211 plc:Lutes
cut ri:kitively poorly or. tvrds (1-H P,

. and Ii vit° -perfoi-Thed'r,:!latively
pictures but relatively. well

In 'actuality,' now;:!ver,iearners,.-a
th.,.feart,h Vyi.,),-.,:were -difficult to findc7k

y il,(ia_if1.1101.11: cif 2f:* O..: Levin
et al., 1971, study and orA i?-two cut of 13 :is

il..!ro). Fortunately 7 ever: Ss
.,some tracrestmg anticipatH.i.
.-4..ort:,;i,dor the !it , :V/ Lxdr!ph-.-
Vvnen.lc,:dr.nin.j.picturts, Heir p?rformance
shoull resemble., that of P, 111
thin that,..)f lU P ..1.o%;',;" Ss; when

RerrO:m,Ince 1)()Y'
resetIlLite that -.)f Lo P. 'Le t...,1 than
that of Hi P, Hi fftru, an aPt../tUJU.
iiy treatment i,nteraction ,ae1:in9 described
cv Levin 9,72! ijr,oduced, since for
some children Tt is .irgely "a functioT of the
r9ture otanateria.s (here; pict or wads)
which determihes Whether tier n t will
display effectivelearnigg;. The stabi y of
this type of interaction wirs.what intere ted

here.
To investigate this possibility., t e classi-

fied-Ss according to whether or not t cy learned
:relatively well from pictures: those who scored
above the for pictures were deSignate,l,
Hi P Ss, wine those below the mean were des-
ignated Lo P Ss, Within the Hi Piclassification,
Ss were diyided -into two approximately equal-
sized groups on the; basis of,their performance
on words (either W or Lo W. As was indi-

-cated earlier, when th? same criteria for words
were' applied to Lo P Ss, only two Ss were found
to be Lo P but Hi W. The results of these two
Ss were nottincluded in thclassification sta-
bility analysis . Table 1.shows the number of

TABLE 1
MEAN PERFORMANCE ON.PICTURESAND WORDS BY THE THREE--\ 1 .LEARNER C,,EASSIFICATIONS (EXPERIMENT 1)

0

1.
Hi P, Hi W Hi P , I,0 W Lo P, Lo W'

= (1\l' =9) (IV = 20) .

Form A

Pictures 16,50 13.89 8.45
Words- 10.25 3.44 3.50

.'Pictures 1-5":25 14.44 9.40
Words 1.0/17 5.44 5.40

4



I

Ss '..:presented by the these h.:sir-nor class'ifica-
iwns (Hi P, Hi W; Hi P, Lo V/; P. 'La W.) ,
as well e.s the corresponcin,g.picture and wzrd
means, Statist1cal anllySIs of Form A lithe
classification Lit) data revealed' si:driaicant
differences in the inreo greuPss,'.performancs::
on both pictures (EL- ."38.42, df =-?/38, P <
. ()1)11 and v'ordS ( = 58. 9.2 , =-,2/3 8 , p <
.s101). The nature-of these differences varied
with the type of item cansidered,'noweVer.
sConsistent with the de'sired classification;
Son'.-iffc",\pos.t hoc comparisons (-.4 lr.d) re-
vealed th]t La) an 'pictures both Hi P, ffiW
and Hi P. ,Lo W Ss differed significar4IY from
Lo P, Lo W Ss, thous,Jhaict from each,o'hEYr;
while (b) on words bath Hi P., W and/Lo P,
Lu W Ss differed significantly from fdi F, Hi .W

though not from each otter.

Criterion List Performance Based on Initial
Classifications

Considering i.11 43 Ss (including the two
Lo P, Hi W Se) , the parallel -forms reliability-
based on/total (picture plus word) scores on
Form A and Form B separated by 24 hours--was
found to be .76. Of primary concern, however,
when performance on ,pictures and wards was
separated according to the-initial claSsification
groups`,. essentially the same pattern was pro-,
duced as with the cVSsification list itself.

/(ef. Form A and fo;-m 13.reS-ults in Table I

Statistically, the previously retorted result's
. were completely Silbstantiated; th,at is, ba:4.1

on Scieffi comparisons (<-1;=.05): (ii) en pi --
tures the performance of-Hi _P, Hi- Vv and Hi ',
Lo W Ss was comparable and diff4r(dnt from j

that of Lo P,Lo W Ss: while-til) en words it
-.-,-is the performance 'f Hi P, Le W and 1.0 P,
Lo W Ss that was similar and different from
that of Hi. P, Hi W Ss. ..ii

.

Until iitoi%,; we have cohsi.ler.i onlY the
average performance of Ssjin the threeclassi-
fication groups.. Of greawr.interest, however,
is whether individual Ss who were classified,
in a rarticular \vay on For A wouLd.-iiiive b-.2sti
classifieci.inNthe sameway-on a .iifferent occa-,.
sten, To answer this queistion, we clAssified '

Ss according to their l'orm B performance
following the procedures used for Firm A.'
The combined F.91-m A-Form B classifications
may be found i i Table 2', where iti,..vill be ric..Aed
that 9 cut of.". , (75A) Hi P, Hi W Ss, q, Jut of
9 (78>i) Hi P, OW S'S,' and 14 out of 20 (70,)
Lo P, Lo W Ss were similarly classified on,the
two occasions. A test of the association in
these data (minus the three ido P, Hi W Ss on
Form 13) was signif_ant (x2 = 34.57, d1-= 4;

0,-

2 < .004), with th^.strength of,the relations.hipa
as reflected. bY Cram6r'Fi st4tistic, ./..(fisayt ,/1963), bring 67.

TABLE 2
CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN FORM A AND FORM B

SUBJECT. CLASSIFICATIONS

Hi P, Hi W

Form A

Hi,P, Lo W so, Lo P, Lo W

o.

Hi P, Hi W
.

Hi P, Lo W

Lb P, Lo W

9 1

7
.1

- 2

1`4,

Note! Three Ss who were Lo.P, Lo W on Form.A would have been classified as
Lo P, -Hi W on Form B.



III
Experiment

imitortant) e,,tteern
.:11- CAI that the lust-diseribed

H.41I-Ii< 1- type classilit.'itions would relate to per-
itriedrnin.plasks outer than parallel

paire.:;issociate elassific.atiari
t..si... lit particular, read ing c'onipre).'M_'neioh

as seiectei candittate since .it
ht.:/211 dr. (...1) experimenter ni,illipu-

lations sujiin to affectpaired-associate learning
reiiding comprehension,in similar ways and

priicessesinay undeigic each
fl cn, 1972-le%

For example,- it documented that
in a paire.i-associatti task pictuict pairs are

?,,dre,easily learned than word pairs (cf,
'19/0). It has likewise been shown that a

represtnitatIcai of textlike materi,e,ls is
easal learned than a ikrinteil re,.resent,t-

Uric, of the same nt.atj:rials F ivhitz e4 Rohwer,
1971). The same comparison may be made
with regard to the role of subject-generated
visual imagery in paired-associate learning
and in reading comprehension. That is , with

10' .raloti"Ccly concrete materials the generation
of imagined visual relationships has bean
fednd -to facilitate both typet of performance
(Levi., 19-72).

In a recent experiment Levin (in press)
.1reincnstratet.,--that while subject-.geri.erated
visual imalory improves ,reading comprehension
. general, the effectiveness Of such a strategy

depends largely upon the prerequisite skills of
the std. ent.. Specifically, fourth graders who
c-oulI decode q,nd derive meaning Li-Om individual
words (bat could not effectively organize words
to derl'..e meaning, from sentences) benefited
greatly from instructions to gene-rate organizi-
tionpl images. on-areaditig task.. As.evas pre,-

however, children who were expe.ri-
encing ,decoding and/or vocabulary problems
at the wor21,,,Jrevel did nol.4.5er.efityorn an

:-..:im.agetrl strategy.
, An analogy might be drawn vis-A-vis the_

fOus\ of tlse present research., 'Suppose that
. ehildren are classifiQ.d according td the system

1

In iixpiriment 1, where it Will be remembered
that La W SslivI'pre those children wno
learned_relatively well from pictures but not
'run. words. \n intriguing possintlity is that
their comprehension of toxtlike (verbaUmate-
rial might be improved through the substitution
or addition of InctureS. On the othdr hand,
this would.not be expe4eil for Lb P, \S,' Ss
v to have' difficulty le art;ing from pictures as
well as from words

in this ex.pcIriment ve wanted to see if
the three learner type classifications differed
with respect to reading compreliensOntunder

y oqyurring situations , in the
s, rcct of"E-suggested strategies). In addi-

tion, nowever, some of the-Ss from each classi-
fication group were instructed to -employ a
visual' imager'' strategy while reading, with
the expettation that only the performance of
those Ss who learn relitivoly well front pic-
tures (that is, Hi P, W and Iii P, Lo W Ss
thit not Lo Pr, Lo W Ss) would be enhanced.

Method

Reading Task

Two ten-sentence reading passages appro-
priate for children of ages 9-12 were constructed
following Matz,and hwer (1971) and Levitt (in
press) , The two pa sages (one comparing two
kindsof monkey an the other, two cars) had
been used in previous research reported by
Levin and Divine- Hawkins (in press). Each
sentence- was phbiographed and mounted on a
separate Aide transparehOY--;-----. en questions
based on each pas.sage were constr to
as sess comprehension.

Subjects

Elailciren,frorn three "fourth-grade class-
rooms in aMidc119-class MidWestern community
participated in tbe,experiment. it

7
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Procedure

Form A of the groupadministered learning
task. from Experiment I was presented to chil-
dren in each classroom fol16Wing thq.proceJures
previously described. The next day Ss were
called but of:their rooms individUally and were
given the two reading passagess.4 Additionally,
half of the Ss were given a visual imagery
strategy prior to retailing the passages. That .

'is, they weretold to make up pictures in their
Minds about what Was happening in each story
while they read it. The Ss were then provid!d
witki a sample/sentence (with Ss in the imagery
condition gi)Cren practia in generating inhiges),
followed by an oral question about it. The
first passage was presented on asliee. pro-
jector, One sentence every 8 sec. Following
the last sentence, E asked the ten questions
about the passage in a random order (i.e. , the
questions, which were t d on index cart's,
were shutfled anew for ea Si. No reading
was required of S during these oral questions.),
eac:i of which could be answered in short
phrases. The second passage and corresponding
qUestions were then presented in similar fashion.
After the second set of questions, E queried S
regarding his perceived passage difficulty and
his interest in the two passages. The S was
also asked to indicate how frequently visual
images clme to mind while he was reading the .
passages. Tour-point ordirIgl scales were used
to quantify. S's responses to each question.2

Respits

Subject classifications on the learning
task paralleled those of Experiment I and re-
sulted in the identification of 24 Hi P, Hi W
Ss, 13 Hi P, Lo W Ss, and 20 Lo PTI:o W
The peen learning of pictures and words by
Ss in these groups is presentedjin Table 3.
As,\',,,as true. in Experiment I, these classified
tions resulted in comparable performance for

Lo Ss and Hi P, Hi W Ss on pictures,
and for Hi P, Lo W and Lo P, Lo W Ss on words.

Since Cassigned'Ss randomly to the two
reading conditions without knowledge of their
particular, learner-type classifications, dis-
proportionate numbers of Ss ended up in the
two conditiorls from one 1.arrter type ta,the
next,. as.indicated in Figure 1. In scoring
the reading performance data,, nothing ntore
than a syndnymic deviation from the correct
response was ac.ceptocl.,-Analy"sis of the data
in Figure 1 (which represent the mean number
of correct responses, out of 20, on the two
passages) was performed using least- squares
techniques for the effects of interest. In order
to compare the reading performance of the three
learner types under each instructional condition
(regular and imagery), learner types were nested
within theSe two conditions.:

. As may be seen in Figure 1, differences
among learner types were Smalland statisti-
cally nonsignificant V ='1. 81, df = 2/51, E >

.10)--for Ss given tegular instructions prior

"r

e.

TABLE 3 ,
MEAN PERFORMANCE ON PICTURES AND WORDS BY '2HE THREE

LEARNER CLASSIFICATIONS (EXPERiMENT

Hi P, Hi W
L1 =24)

Hi P, Lo W,
(1j = 13)

Lo P, Lo W
(N = 20)

Form A

Pictures 15.58 15.00 7.25

Words 12.75 4.15' 3.15

2 Unfortunately, the data derived from these
questions were uninformative and therefore will
not be discussed further.,
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However,to reading the passages. However, when
imagery instructions were employed, signi-
ficant performance differences among learner
types were detected df = 2/51,
P < .001). Scheffe post hoc comparisons

:05) confirilied the visual impression
obtained from Figure 3: Hi P, Hi W Ss and
Hi 12', Lo W S,s each differed significantly
froth Lo P, Lo W Ss, though not from each
other.

No. Correct

10

18

11

16

15

14

13

12

11

10

GPO 803-3893

As a main effect, imagery instructions
were not facilitative (12 < 1), the explanation
of which may be inferred from Figure 1: .Wnile
the performance of good picture learners (Hi P,
Hi W Ss and Hi P; Lo W.Ss) exhibited de-
scriptive improvement whe'fl 'imagery instruc-.
tions were employed, the performance of poor
picture learners exhibited a descriptive decline.

urther consideration of this result is given
in the following section.

a

HIP, HIW H P LoW LoP, LoW

(N=12) (N=5) (N=11)
r.

Regular-

HIP, MN( LoW LoP, LoW

(N=12) (N=8) (N=9)

Imagery

. Mean performance on the reading task by the three learner typed
under different instructional conditions.
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IV
Dikussion,

By approaching the "learner types" prob-
lem in a_mannerdifferent from that of Levin .

eral. ('1971), in ExperimenbI we were simi-
-larly able to detect reliable irividualdiffer-
ences in children's ability to learn pictorial
and verbal materials. Some children learn .
both w ' some learn bothpoorly. Howetrn-,
for ma cfAildren*hether they are regarded
as learners or nonlearners depends on whether
the materials are pictures or wordN V is for
just these children that.previous.discushsions
of ordinal aptitude by treatment interactions.
are relevant (Levin, 1972; in press).

Psychometrica4lly speaking, it iiimpor-
tant to note thaf.the classifications of Experi-
ment I were su%ciently potent to overcome
the counteracting influences of statistical
regression (orrForm B). Practically speaking,
it is'also important that learner-type diagnoses
may be couchea within a group-administered
task. At the same time, one should not Lose
sight of the fact that the Experi.Ment I data
are based on only a 2A-hour separation. It
would certainly be fruitful to deterinine the
limits of the instrument's long-terni stability'.

In Experiment II we capitalized on the
learner-type classifications to assess a child's
'performance on a t.adi..,-,g task. Whileminimal
differences among groups were .discovered on
the reading task tier se, when a Visual imagery

strategy was induced iii the children prior to
reading, substantial differentiation among
learner types was obserVed. What we found
was.that children who do not learn appreciably
better from pictures than from words (Lo P, Lo W
Ss) did not benefitPas much from the imagery
strategy as those who do (Hi P, Lo W Ss). In
fact, as Figure 1 suggosts, imagery instructions
may well have been deteimental to the reading
comprehension of Lo F, Lo W Ss.. AsiUming that
such Ss liave developed alternative -(nonimagery)
Etrategies for successfully prpcessing prose ma-
terials Under natural conditions (cf., the bars to'
the left in Figure 1), this result is not totally
surprising.

Jusj as it has been previously demonstrated
that children first must comprehend individual
words before they can ute visual imagery to
their ackantage while reading (Levin, in press),
the present research adds to this finding by
suggesting that certain llarning modality by
reading strategy interact}ons,may also have to
be considered. Of late,: visual imagery has
been heralded as an effective organizational
strategy for relativdly concrete prose materials
(Levin, 1972). Howevqlr, when its success
clearly depends on the/capabilities of the user,
caveats about its nonuhiversality cannot be

' echoed too loudly.
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